
APPLICATION No: 19/73607/FUL
APPLICANT: Jerrold Manufacturing, Pension Fund
LOCATION: 275 - 283 Chapel Street, Salford, M3 5JZ
PROPOSAL: Construction of an eight-storey mixed-use building comprising 

270m2 commercial floor space and 49 apartments
WARD: Ordsall

Description of site and surrounding area 

The subject site is located on the southern side of Chapel Street, generally opposite Bexley Square, Salford. 
Measuring approximately 0.05 hectares, the site is irregular in shape and vacant.

To the south of the site lies Islington Park. Access to the western extremity of this park is currently restricted by 
hoardings enclosing the adjacent land to the west. This land is now being developed in accordance with 
Planning Permission 18/71782/FUL. This permission allows the construction of an eight-storey mixed-use 
building comprising 167 apartments, 11 townhouses and 1,333 square metres of commercial floor space.

To the east of the site lies a public open space beyond which stands the Grade II listed Former Williams Deacon 
Bank. To the north-east of this, on the corner of Chapel Street and Trinity Way, stands the Independent Church 
(also Grade II listed).

To the north of the site, across Chapel Street and adjacent to Bexley Square, stands a number of locally listed 
buildings used for a variety of commercial purposes. Immediately to the north of Bexley Square stands the 
Grade II listed Town Hall. 



To the west of the Town Hall, across Ford Street, stands a complex of buildings used in association with Salford 
Cathedral. This includes the Former Education Offices (Grade II). This building extends along the Chapel Street 
frontage of the cathedral complex and is currently vacant. 

Description of proposal 

The following description of the proposed development references the amended plans received on 23 August 
2019. These supersede all previous versions of the application plans.

This application seeks permission to construct an eight-storey mixed-use building on site. This building would 
comprise a commercial unit, residential lobby and services (including 56-space bicycle store and bin store) at 
ground floor level and 49 apartments above. Of these apartments, 21 (or 43%) would be studios/comprise one 
bedroom and the remaining 28 (57%) would comprise two bedrooms. 

The proposed commercial unit would occupy the eastern end of the building and feature a glazed shop front. 
This shop front would extend across much of the Chapel Street frontage as well as the eastern and southern 
(rear) elevations. The adjacent residential lobby would also be glazed and would be accessed beneath a slim 
line canopy.

The ground floor of the building would be clad in patterned Glass Reinforced Concrete (GRC) whilst the upper 
levels above would be finished in pale grey brickwork.  

The images below and overleaf show the proposed building in greater detail.

Figure 1: The proposed building as viewed from Chapel Street



Figure 2: Detail of the ground level finish of the building (Glass Reinforced Concrete)

Figure 3: The proposed brickwork



Publicity

Notice: Displayed on site on 20 June 2019.  
Reason: The development may affect the settings of surrounding listed buildings

Press advert: Manchester Weekly News, Salford Edition, 27 June 2019
Reason: The development may affect the settings of surrounding listed buildings 

Neighbour notification 

Notice of the application was sent to 18 surrounding properties on 20 June 2019. 

Representations 

One representation was received in response to the original application plans. The concerns of the objector are:

 The proposed building would lack the same high quality as other developments in the immediate 
surrounding area, including Vimto Gardens and Timekeeper’s Square;

 The scale of the building is excessive and would impact upon Bexley Square opposite;
 The documents submitted in support of the application do not clearly detail the materials to be used. 

This is vitally important, particularly at ground level; and
 Many of the apartments do not comply with the National Space Standards (NSS). Many two bedroom 

units measure 57 square metres only. In accordance with the NSS, such units should measure no less 
than 61 square metres.

Site history

Planning Permission 09/57950/EIAHYB allowed the comprehensive and phased redevelopment of Salford 
Central. This permission established the principles in accordance with which identified plots within Salford 
Central (including that the subject of this application) are to be developed. 

Where reserved matters applications are lodged in accordance with the terms of 09/57950/EIAHYB these 
should accord with a Development Schedule. This Schedule sets out the preferred building envelopes and uses 
of each plot.

Importantly, planning applications outside the scope of 09/57950/EIAHYB and the Schedule can still be 
considered. This is the case here. To this end, whereas the Schedule shows a seven storey building only upon 
this site, this application seeks permission to construct an eight storey building. 

Importantly, the Schedule also states that the preferred seven storey building could stand to a height of 26 
metres. Along the Chapel Street frontage, the proposed building would stand to a height of 26.22 metres. Owing 
to the varied levels of the site, at the rear the proposed building would stand to a maximum height of 27.7 
metres.

Consultations

The following responses have been received from consultees -

 Design for Security - No objection. An informative should be added to any permission issued requesting 
the implementation of the physical security specification detailed in the submitted Crime Impact 
Statement.

 Environmental Health Officer - 

Air: The site is located within the Greater Manchester Air Quality Management Area (GMAQMA). The 
development therefore represents the introduction of new sensitive receptors into an area where air 
pollution is known to exceed identified standards. Given the typical dispersal rate of Nitrogen Dioxide 
(NO2), however, pollution levels when measured at the facade of the building will likely be below these 
standards.



Noise: The noise generated by passing traffic may impact upon the general amenity of future residents. 
To counter this, the lower levels of the building (Levels 1 - 5) should feature a mechanical ventilation 
system. This will limit the need to open windows and, in turn, reduce internal noise levels. Noise 
insulation should also be provided between the ground floor commercial unit and first floor apartments 
at the time of construction, not after.

Land contamination: The applicant considers it unlikely the site is contaminated. This is contested on 
the basis that it is known the adjacent land to the west (Plot E7/8) is contaminated. Further intrusive 
investigations are therefore required. 

 Greater Manchester Archaeological Advisory Service (GMAAS) - Given the investigations previously 
carried out in the immediate surrounding area and the fact that the site has been disturbed, no further 
investigations are required. To this end, it is not necessary to impose archaeological conditions upon 
any permission issued.

 Highways - A license will be required for any structures (balconies and canopies) which over sail public 
land. An informative to this affect should be included upon any permission issued.

 Highways England - No objection

 Historic England - No comment

 Regeneration - The amended plans (upon which this recommendation is based) address previous 
concerns regarding height. 

 Transport for Greater Manchester (TfGM) - The site is very well served by public transport. The 
surrounding pedestrian and cycle environment must be fit for purpose to encourage sustainable and 
active modes of transport. This includes the provision of appropriate width footways and the removal of 
redundant crossings and the like. All bicycle parking spaces should be covered and secure. 

 United Utilities - Foul water should be drained to the public sewer and surface water drained in the most 
sustainable way. Conditions should be included upon any permission issued requiring the submission of 
a surface water drainage scheme and a drainage system management and maintenance plan. 

Planning Policy

Development Plan Policy

Unitary Development Plan ST1 - Sustainable Urban Neighbourhoods
This policy states that development will be required to contribute towards the creation and maintenance of 
sustainable urban neighbourhoods.

Unitary Development Plan ST4 - Key Tourism Areas
This policy states that the following areas will be protected and enhanced as tourism destinations and tourism 
development will be focused primarily within 1. Salford Quays 2. Chapel Street 3. Worsley Village, Barton Swing 
Aqueduct and the Bridgewater Canal Corridor.

Unitary Development Plan ST12 - Development Density
This policy states that development within regional centres, town centre and close to key public transport routes 
and interchanges will be required to achieve a high density appropriate to the location and context.

Unitary Development Plan MX1 - Development in Mixed-use Areas
This policy states that a wide range of uses and activities (housing, offices, tourism, leisure, culture, education, 
community facilities, retail, infrastructure, knowledge-based employment) are permitted within the identified 
mixed use areas (Chapel Street East. Chapel Street West, Salford Quays, Ordsall Lane Riverside Corridor).

Unitary Development Plan MX2 - Chapel Street Frontage
This policy states that development should incorporate active uses at ground floor level, including retail, 
financial and professional services, food and drink, leisure, non-residential institutions, culture and tourism.



Unitary Development Plan DES1 - Respecting Context
This policy states that development will be required to respond to its physical context and respect the positive 
character of the local area in which it is situated and contribute towards a local identity and distinctiveness.

Unitary Development Plan DES2 - Circulation and Movement
This policy states that the design and layout of new development will be required to be fully accessible to all 
people, maximise the movement of pedestrians and cyclists through and around the site safely, be well related 
to public transport and local amenities and minimise potential conflicts between pedestrians, cyclists and other 
road users.

Unitary Development Plan DES4 - Relationship of Development to Public Space
This policy states that developments that adjoin a public space shall be designed to have a strong and positive 
relationship with that space by creating clearly defining public and private spaces, promoting natural 
surveillance and reduce the visual impact of car parking.

Unitary Development Plan DES7 - Amenity of Users and Neighbours
This policy states that all new development, alterations and extensions to existing buildings will be required to 
provide potential users with a satisfactory level of amenity in terms of space, sunlight, daylight, privacy, aspect 
and layout.  Development will not be permitted where it would have an unacceptable impact on the amenity of 
occupiers or users of other development.

Unitary Development Plan DES9 - Landscaping
This policy states that hard and soft landscaping should be provided where appropriate that is of a high quality 
and would enhance the design of the development, not detract from the safety and security of the area and 
would enhance the attractiveness and character of the built environment.

Unitary Development Plan DES10 - Design and Crime
This policy states that developments must be designed to discourage crime, antisocial behaviour, and the fear 
of crime. Development should i) be clearly delineated ii) allow natural surveillance iii) avoid places of 
concealment iv) encourage activity within public areas.

Unitary Development Plan H1 - Provision of New Housing Development
This policy states that all new housing will contribute toward the provision of a balanced housing mix; be built at 
an appropriate density; provide a high quality residential environment; make adequate provision for open space; 
where necessary make a contribution to local infrastructure and facilities required to support the development; 
and be consistent with other policies of the UDP.

Unitary Development Plan E3 - Knowledge Capital
This policy states that a Knowledge Capital will be developed, focusing upon the “Arc of Opportunity” around the 
University of Salford. The provision of financial and professional services and other office based uses; creative, 
cultural and media industries; communications; research and development; and higher education will be 
emphasised.

Unitary Development Plan S1 - Retail and Leisure Development within Town and Neighbourhood Centres
This policy states that planning permission will only be granted for retail and leisure where it would be of an 
appropriate scale to the centre; is or can be accessible by a choice of means of transport, walking and cycling; 
would not give rise to unacceptable levels of traffic congestion or highway safety; make car park facilities, where 
practicable available to all short stay visitors; be of a high standard of design; would not have an unacceptable 
impact on environmental quality or residential amenity.

Unitary Development Plan A2 - Cyclists, Pedestrians and the Disabled
This policy states that development proposals, road improvement schemes and traffic management measures 
will be required to make adequate provision for safe and convenient access by the disabled, other people with 
limited or impaired mobility, pedestrians and cyclists.

Unitary Development Plan A8 - Impact of Development on Highway Network
This policy states that development will not be permitted where it would i) have an unacceptable impact upon 
highway safety ii) cause an unacceptable restriction to the movement of heavy goods vehicles along Abnormal 
Load Routes.



Unitary Development Plan A10 - Provision of Car, Cycle and Motorcycle Parking in New Developments
This policy states that there should be adequate provision for disabled drivers, cyclists and motorcyclists, in 
accordance with the Council’s minimum standards; maximum car parking standards should not be exceeded; 
and parking facilities should be provided consistent with the provision and maintenance of adequate standards 
of safety and security.

Unitary Development Plan EN17 - Pollution Control
This policy states that in areas where existing levels of pollution exceed local or national standards, planning 
permission will only be granted where the development incorporates adequate measures to ensure that there is 
no unacceptable risk or nuisance to occupiers, and that they are provided with an appropriate and satisfactory 
level of amenity.

Unitary Development Plan EN18 - Protection of Water Resources
This policy states that development will not be permitted where it would have an unacceptable impact on 
surface or ground water.

Unitary Development Plan EN19 - Flood Risk and Surface Water
This policy states that any application for development that it is considered likely to be at risk of flooding or 
increase the risk of flooding elsewhere will need to be accompanied by a formal flood risk assessment. It should 
identify mitigation or other measures to be incorporated into the development or undertaking on other land, 
which are designed to reduce that risk of flooding to an acceptable level.

Unitary Development Plan CH2 - Development Affecting the Setting of a Listed Building
This policy states that development will not be granted that would have an unacceptable impact on the setting of 
any listed building.

Unitary Development Plan CH8 - Local List of Buildings, Structures and Features of Architectural, 
Archaeological or Historic Interest
This policy states that the impact of development on any building, structure or feature that is identified on the 
council’s local list of buildings, structures and features of architectural, archaeological or historic interest will be 
a material planning consideration.

Unitary Development Plan DEV5 - Planning Conditions and Obligations
This policy states that development that would have an adverse impact on any interests of acknowledged 
importance, or would result in a material increase in the need or demand for infrastructure, services, facilities 
and/or maintenance, will only be granted planning permission subject to planning conditions or planning 
obligations that would ensure adequate mitigation measures are put in place.

Other Material Planning Considerations

National Planning Policy

National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF)
National Planning Policy Guidance (NPPG)

Local Planning Policy

Supplementary Planning Document - Design
This document  reflects the need to design in a way that allows the city to support its population socially and 
economically, working with and inviting those affected into an inclusive decision making process. Equally, 
development must contribute to the creation of an environmentally sustainable city supporting the natural 
environment minimising the effects of, and being more adaptable to, the potential impact of climate change.

Supplementary Planning Document - Design and Crime
The design and crime supplementary planning document is used to help assess and determine planning 
applications and is intended to guide architects, developers, landscape architects and urban designers in 
designing out crime.

Supplementary Planning Document - Sustainable Design and Construction



This policy document expands on policies in Salford’s Unitary Development Plan to provide additional guidance 
for planners and developers on the integration of sustainable design and construction measures in new and 
existing developments.

Supplementary Planning Document - Planning Obligations
This policy document expands on the policies in Salford’s Unitary Development Plan to provide additional 
guidance on the use of planning obligations within the city. It explains the city council’s overall approach to the 
use of planning obligations, and sets out detailed advice on the use of obligations in ensuring that developments 
make an appropriate contribution to: affordable housing, open space, education, transport, public realm, and 
other infrastructure and services where appropriate. 

Planning Guidance - Housing
The purpose of the guidance is to ensure that the residential development coming forward in Salford contributes 
to establishing and maintaining sustainable communities, tackles the specific housing and related issues that 
face Salford, and helps to deliver the vision and strategy of the UDP, the Housing Strategy and the Community 
Plan.

Planning Guidance - Flood Risk and Development
The overarching aim of the planning guidance is to ensure that new development in areas at risk of flooding in 
the city, is adequately protected from flooding and that the risks of flooding are not increased elsewhere as a 
result of new development.

Other Documents

The Greater Manchester Spatial Framework (GMSF) Draft 2019 and the Revised Draft Local Plan 2019 were 
recently the subject of consultation. These plans will soon progress further, including examination at public 
inquiries, before being adopted. Adoption is expected to take place towards the end of 2020/early 2021.

Now that the GMSF and Local Plan are published documents, some weight can be given to each. However, as 
the weight given depends upon the stage of the plan, unresolved objections and consistency with Government 
policy, this weight is currently limited. The weight given moving forward will be reviewed and is likely to depend 
upon the extent to which there remains unresolved objections.

Appraisal 

Following the publication of the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) it is now necessary to consider the 
weight which can be given to the policies of the Council's development plan.
 
It is considered that those policies of the development plan relevant to this application can be afforded due 
weight given the criteria of each is consistent with the related policies of the NPPF.

The principle of the Development

Notwithstanding the proposed development does not strictly comply with the provisions of the Salford Central 
Development Schedule, it nevertheless reinforces the broad vision of Planning Permission 09/57950/EIAHYB. 
To this end, this permission allows a multi-storey mixed-use building on this site. The proposed building again 
reflects this and it may indeed be argued that it represents a more sustainable outcome than might the building 
envelope permitted by the Schedule. In this regard, the proposed building would likely accommodate a greater 
number of residents in this highly accessible and sustainable location than might any building constructed 
strictly in accordance with the Schedule. Given this, it is considered that the principle of the development is 
acceptable in the context of the overarching intent of 09/57950/EIAHYB.

Whilst the principle of a multi-storey mixed-use building in this location is accepted, consideration must still be 
given to the appropriateness of the scale and design of this building. These issues are discussed further below 
and overleaf.



Dwelling Mix

Policy HOU1 of the Council’s Housing Planning Guidance states that in this area apartments are the most 
appropriate form of housing. This is on the basis that the site is located within the bounds of the Regional 
Centre and as such is highly accessible. 

Policy HOU2 of the Guidance states that where apartments are preferred, a broad mix should be provided. This 
includes in terms of both overall size and the number of bedrooms. Preferably, the majority of apartments would 
comprise a minimum of two bedrooms and measure no less than 57 square metres. 

Of the 49 proposed apartments, 21 (or 43%) would be studios/comprise one bedroom and the remaining 28 
(57%) would comprise two bedrooms.

Whilst ideally three bedroom apartments would also be provided on site (typically up to 10% of the total number) 
a large number of such size apartments/townhouses exist or are committed in this area. This includes the 
adjacent development currently under construction upon Plot E7/8, the development recently approved upon 
Zone L (refer Planning Permission 19/73075/REM), Timekeepers Square and Vimto Gardens. These 
developments together comprise 85 three bedroom dwellings and this represents 21% of the total number of 
units here and is far in excess of the maximum 10% typically preferred. 

This ensures that a diverse range of household groups will be provided for in this area in accordance with 
policy. This includes the reasoned justification of Retained Policy H1 which states that it is vital that housing 
development supports the creation and protection of sustainable and balanced communities… Again, on the 
basis that 21% of the surrounding (and committed) local housing stock does/will comprise three bedroom 
dwellings, it is considered that the provision of one and two bedroom apartments only on this site will assist in 
the creation of a sustainable and balanced local community here. 

In terms of unit size, it is noted that each of the proposed 28 two bedroom apartments would measure a 
minimum of 57 square metres (and up to 58.5 square metres) and as such comply with the requirements of 
Policy HOU2 of the Guidance. This ensures that these units can be adapted to suit the changing needs of 
occupants over time.

Built Form

Retained Policy DES1 of the Salford UDP states that development will be required to respond to its physical 
context, respect the positive character of the local area in which it is situated and contribute towards local 
identity and distinctiveness. 

In this case, consideration must also be given to the potential impacts of the proposed building upon 
surrounding locally and nationally listed buildings and the provisions of Retained Policies CH2 and CH8 
respectively of the Salford UDP.

Retained Policy CH2 states that planning permission will not be granted for development that would have an 
unacceptable impact on the setting of any listed building. Retained Policy CH8 states that the impact of 
development on any building, structure or feature that is identified on the Council’s local list …will be a material 
planning consideration.

This is consistent with Section 66 of the Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990 which 
states that ‘special regard’ should be given to the preservation of listed buildings and their settings or any 
features of special architectural or historic interest. In addition to this, Section 72 states that ‘special attention’ is 
to be paid to preserving or enhancing the character and appearance of a conservation area. Importantly, the 
meaning of ‘preservation’ is the avoidance of harm.

Paragraph 193 of the NPPF must also be considered. This paragraph states that when considering the impacts 
of development upon the significance of heritage assets, great weight should be given to the conservation of 
that asset.  Paragraph 195 states that where the harm caused is considered to be substantial, permission 
should not be granted. In accordance with Paragraph 196 however, where the harm caused is considered to be 
less than substantial, this should be weighed against the public benefits of the proposal.



The setting of the adjacent listed buildings must be considered in light of the fact that the site and surrounding 
area forms part of the Regional Centre where higher scale building forms are typically encouraged in the 
interests of maximising social, economic and environmental benefits (the three dimensions of sustainable 
development). 

Though the height of the proposed building exceeds that originally envisaged by 09/57950/EIAHYB, it is 
considered that it is nevertheless acceptable in context. The adjacent development currently under construction 
upon Plot E7/8 includes elements standing to seven and, immediately adjacent to the site, eight storeys (as 
allowed for via a recent Non-Material Amendment to the Schedule). To this end, the height of the proposed 
building would generally reinforce the emerging parapet line along this stretch of Chapel Street and, in turn, 
ensure a comfortable relationship with adjacent buildings. 

Perhaps the most affected nearby listed building is the Former William Deacons Bank (Grade II) approximately 
30 metres to the east. Importantly, the master plan shows that the land between the site and this listed building 
could be developed (Plot E10). The Schedule states that a building standing to a maximum height of seven 
storeys could be built here. It is considered that any such building would significantly diminish any impacts 
generated by the proposed development upon the listed bank and on this basis it is considered that the 
proposal would generate ‘less than substantial’ harm to the character and significance of this asset. Notably, in 
accordance with the Schedule, any new building upon Plot E10 would provide a step downward from the rising 
forms to the west (including that the subject of this assessment) and the lower scale form of the listed bank. 

Given the separation distances that would exist to other surrounding heritage assets, including the Salford 
Cathedral complex to the north-west and The Independent Church to the north-east, it is considered that the 
proposed building would not impact upon the settings of these assets. Again, these settings must be considered 
alongside the objectives of the master plan and the provisions of the Schedule. 

Importantly, the amended plans upon which this assessment is based, show that the Chapel Street frontage of 
the building opposite Bexley Square would be activated. This includes not only a residential lobby but also a 
glazed shop front extending across the remainder of the site frontage. These elements will not only assist in 
ensuring a visually interesting ‘book end’ when viewing the building from Bexley Square, but also assist in 
drawing pedestrians through the square to the site and Salford Central in general. This active frontage also 
ensures general compliance with the provisions of Retained Policy MX2 of the Salford UDP to activate Chapel 
Street.

This, together with the shop front extending part way along the rear elevation of the building, are considered 
public benefits. To this end, the proposed building will activate a currently disengaged and inactive stretch of the 
streetscape and facilitate the opening up of Islington Park. At present, this park is somewhat enclosed and 
disconnected from Chapel Street. 

These public benefits, together with the open space and public realm improvements that can be funded by the 
contributions required in association with the development (refer overleaf), ensure general compliance with the 
provisions of Paragraph 196 of the NPPF. As previously noted, where it is considered that less than substantial 
harm will be caused to the settings of listed buildings (as is the case here), the public benefits of a scheme must 
be considered. Again, these benefits include improved public spaces immediately surrounding the site and also 
further afield. 

Whilst the increased height of the building remains inconsistent with the provisions of the Schedule, on the basis 
that this height causes less than substantial harm to the settings of surrounding listed buildings and again 
represents a more sustainable outcome than might any building constructed strictly in accordance with the 
terms of the Schedule, it is considered that it is acceptable. Again, this height would also assist in creating 
added visual interest by way of providing a slight variation to the parapet line of the adjacent building currently 
under construction upon Plot E7/8. Importantly, this variation also represents a comfortable transition in height 
upward between the Plot E7/8 and the subject plot.
 
It is considered that the fine grain detailing of the proposed building is also acceptable. This includes the 
patterned Glass Reinforced Concrete to be applied at ground floor level, the colour of which generally reflects 
the plinth of the adjacent listed Former Education Offices. The pale grey brick work to be applied above this also 
generally matches that of the building currently under construction upon Plot E7. This brick also reflects the 
colour of the adjacent locally listed building upon the south-eastern corner of Bexley Square. 



Notwithstanding this, given the prominence of the building and its location near to a number of heritage assets, 
it is recommended that a condition be included on any permission issued requiring samples/details of all 
materials to be used to be submitted for further assessment.

In accordance with the preceding discussion, it is considered that the proposed building accords with the 
provisions of Retained Policies DES1, CH2 and CH8 of the Salford UDP and the related paragraphs of the 
NPPF and as such is acceptable in design terms.

Amenity Impacts 

Retained Policy DES7 of the Salford UDP states all new development …will be required to provide users with a 
satisfactory level of amenity in terms of space, sunlight, daylight, privacy, aspect and layout. Development will 
not be permitted where it would have an unacceptable impact on the amenity of the occupiers or users of other 
developments.

Again, it is important to consider the provisions of Retained Policy DES7 in the context of the immediate 
surrounding area, the intention of Planning Permission 09/57950/EIAHYB and the building forms it permits.

The site is located within the Greater Manchester Air Quality Management Area (GMAQMA). To this end, the 
development represents the introduction of new sensitive receptors into an area where air pollution is known to 
exceed identified standards. Notwithstanding this, the implementation of traffic calming measures along Chapel 
Street has, in recent years, improved local air quality. This, in turn, has enabled the approval of residential 
buildings fronting this street with operable habitable room windows (including the adjacent approved building at 
Plot E7/8). 

The Council’s Environmental Health Officer (EHO) has also advised that the pollution (Nitrogen Dioxide (NO2)) 
emitted by passing vehicles would have largely dispersed before it crosses the development site. To this end, 
pollution levels when measured at the street façade of the building will be within accepted standards.

This enables the provision of operable habitable room windows and this, in turn, allows for the natural and rapid 
ventilation of apartments. To safeguard the general amenity of the lower levels of the building however, it is 
recommended that mechanical ventilation systems be installed here. These systems will provide future 
residents with a choice as to how best to ventilate apartments, either naturally or mechanically. 

The installation of acoustic glazing and mechanical ventilation systems will also assist in mitigating the noise 
generated by passing traffic. Again, future residents can choose to open windows if they wish or, if the noise 
generated by local sources is too great, mechanically ventilate habitable rooms. 

Importantly, internal sound insulation should also be installed between the ground floor commercial unit and first 
floor apartments. This is best undertaken at the construction phase to ensure it is appropriately integrated within 
the structure. 

It is recommended that conditions be included on any permission issued requiring the provision of mechanical 
ventilation systems and insulation where necessary to mitigate the effects of air and noise pollution and to 
safeguard the general amenity of future residents in accordance with the provisions of Retained Policy DES7 of 
the Salford UDP.

In terms of off-site amenity impacts, it is noted that the western elevation of the building will not feature habitable 
room windows and as such no overlooking into the adjacent apartments currently under construction upon Plot 
E7/8 will result. Whilst the building would be built in close proximity to these apartments (the minimum 
separation distance would be 6.4 metres), this is again consistent with the provisions of the master plan and not 
atypical in an inner-city location such as this.

Notwithstanding this, it is noted that the outlook of only eight immediately facing apartments of the development 
currently under construction upon Plot E8 would be reduced and this will primarily be from bedroom windows 
only. Whilst the adjacent building under construction will also feature a number of other facing habitable room 
windows, these are secondary and do not provide primary points of outlook. This outlook is obtained from north-
facing windows facing Chapel Street. To this end, either alternate points of outlook will exist and/or angled views 
beyond the proposed building may be obtained. 



In accordance with the preceding discussion, including comments regarding the appropriateness of the design 
detailing of the building and resultant visual effects, it is considered that the development will not impact upon 
the general amenity of the immediate surrounding area or the amenity of the users/occupiers of existing and 
future surrounding buildings. In addition to this, it is considered that the proposed building will offer future 
residents an acceptable level of amenity in accordance with the provisions of Retained Policy DES7 of the 
Salford UDP.

Highways Matters

Paragraph 109 of the NPPF states that applications for planning permission should only be refused on highways 
grounds where the residual impacts of a development are considered to be severe. 

In addition to this, Retained Policy A8 of the Salford UDP states that development will not be permitted where it 
would ….have an unacceptable impact on highway safety …by virtue of traffic generation, access, parking or 
servicing arrangements…

No car parking spaces, either standard or disabled persons, will be provided. Importantly, given the 
sustainability credentials of the site and its physical confines, it is considered that car parking is not necessary, 
or appropriate here. This will not however preclude Blue Badge holders from occupying the building given on-
street spaces remains available. Like other residents however, Blue Badge holders may not be able to park in 
close proximity to the site. 

This, in turn, would discourage prospective buyers reliant upon private motor vehicles and, conversely, 
encourage those content using public transport services or sustainable, active modes (such as walking and/or 
cycling). The use of these modes is a key plank of sustainable development and should be encouraged in highly 
accessible locations such as this. Importantly, a 56-space bicycle store would be provided on site. In 
accordance with Appendix B of the Salford UDP, a total of 11 bicycle parking spaces only are required in 
association with the residential component of the building. In addition to this, two spaces are required in 
association with the commercial tenancy (assuming a food retail use).

The proposed number of bicycle parking spaces on site exceeds that required by 43. If two of these spaces 
were allocated to the commercial tenancy as required by Appendix B, one space (and two in some case) could 
then be allocated to each of the proposed apartments. This, in turn, maximises the opportunities of residents to 
cycle to/from the site and this generates not only environmental benefits (as a result of reduced Co2 emissions) 
but also personal health benefits.  

The use of sustainable transport options must however be engrained in residents upon first occupation of the 
building. To this end, in the interests of ensuring a truly sustainable development, it is recommended that a 
condition be included upon any permission issued requiring the submission of a Travel Plan detailing the 
measures that will be implemented to promote sustainable modes. This might include the provision of discount 
public transport tickets and/or bicycle coupons.

It is also recommended that a condition be included upon any permission issued requiring the submission of a 
Refuse and Servicing Management Scheme (RSMS). The site may be accessed via the new turning head to 
provided immediately to the west in association with the development currently under construction upon Plot 
E7/8 or from the west via Clermont Way. It may be the case that either roadway could reasonably be used to 
facilitate refuse collection/servicing however it is noted that the bin store is located nearest to the proposed 
turning head to the west. As such, this roadway may be the most appropriate point to collect refuse. 

The required RSMS will therefore need to be drafted in consultation with the owner of Plot E7/8 to ensure that 
all refuse collection and servicing arrangements are co-ordinated and do not impact upon the function of 
surrounding streets, in particular North Star Drive to the south. 

Landscaping

Retained Policy DES9 of the Salford UDP states that development will be required to incorporate appropriate 
hard and soft landscaping where appropriate...

The proposed building will abut land currently being developed (Plot E7/8). The adjacent Islington Park is also to 
be refurbished. It is understood that this is a two year build program due for completion in October 2021. 



The proposed building will be built up to new hard surfacing (likely paving) extending around the northern 
boundary of Islington Park and leading towards Clermont Way. To this end, no opportunities exist to provide 
meaningful landscaping on site. Notwithstanding this, it is vitally important that the rear of the building 
appropriately integrates with new adjacent public realm works.

As previously noted, the rear of the building would feature a glazed shop front. Whilst an end user for the 
ground floor commercial tenancy has not yet been secured, the use of this space will activate the ground level 
and provide an element of visual interest. This is again vitally important when viewed from Islington Park and 
indeed successful public spaces are typically those bounded by active uses. Ideally, a restaurant/café use 
would occupy the ground floor. Such a use is often dynamic and invites the use of abutting public spaces. 
Opportunities to extend the use onto adjacent paving and, in turn, further engage with Islington Park would also 
be created.

Though again an end user has not yet been secured, it is important to note that opportunities to actively engage 
adjacent public spaces will exist. This is a direct result of the activation of much of the ground floor of the 
building as viewed from Chapel Street and Islington Park.
    
Land contamination

Retained Policy EN17 of the Salford UDP states that in areas where existing levels of pollution exceed local or 
national standards, planning permission will be granted for environmentally sensitive developments only where 
the development incorporates adequate measures to ensure that there is no unacceptable risk or nuisance to 
occupiers and that they are provided with an appropriate and satisfactory level of amenity.

Whilst the applicant considers it unlikely the site is contaminated, the Council’s Environmental Health Officer 
contests this on the basis that the land immediately to the west (Plot E7/8) is known to be contaminated. Given 
this, it is considered that further intrusive investigations are required. This will confirm what contamination exists 
and this, in turn, will assist in determining what remedial measures are required to ensure the site can 
reasonably accommodate a sensitive end use.

To this end, it is recommended that conditions be included upon any permission issued requiring further on site 
investigations and the submission of a remediation strategy detailing all required works. Following this, a 
verification report must then be submitted. This report must confirm that all agreed measures were implemented 
as agreed prior to the first occupation of the building. 

Drainage

Retained Policy EN19 of the Salford UDP states that development …will not be permitted where it would …be 
subject to an unacceptable risk of flooding, materially increase the risk of flooding elsewhere or result in an 
unacceptable maintenance liability for the city council or any other agency in terms of dealing with flooding 
issues.

Given it is likely the site is contaminated, infiltration may not be possible. Surface water will be required to be 
drained in next most sustainable way. This might simply be to the public drainage system. This approach would 
comply with the Environmental Agency’s standard requirements and, in turn, assist in containing contaminated 
materials on site. 

Importantly, source controls Sustainable Urban Drainage (SUDS) measures would be required. This includes 
attenuation tanks to limit the pass forward rate to a maximum of five litres per second and, in turn, to safeguard 
the function of the Council’s drainage system. 

Recommended conditions also require the submission of a management and maintenance plan to ensure the 
site drainage system is appropriately maintained throughout its lifetime.

Sustainability

The sustainability report submitted together with the application states that the development would feature a 
number of energy efficiency measures/initiatives. These include:



 The thermal insulation of the building envelope, including double glazing;
 The installation of energy efficient lighting;
 Automatic presence detection systems in common areas; and
 The provision of solar panels upon the roof.

In addition to this, passive design initiatives have also been incorporated into the building. This includes the 
orientation of many habitable room windows to maximise solar access. This will assist in the natural lighting and 
heating of rooms and, in turn, the reduced use of fossil fuels for these purposes. In addition to this, heat share is 
inherent in higher-density buildings such as this and this will also assist in reducing energy consumption.

Planning obligations

Planning Permission 09/57950/EIAHYB was issued together with an associated legal agreement. This 
agreement requires developers to pay any profits realised over a certain percentage into a Development Trust 
Account (DTA). These profits would then be used to subsidise public realm works and affordable housing 
elsewhere within Salford Central. 

Importantly, the agreement relates only to reserved matters applications submitted in accordance with the terms 
of 09/57950/EIAHYB and not applications for full permission such as this. To this end, the proposed 
development is subject to the provisions of the Council’s Planning Obligations Supplementary Planning 
Document (SPD). 

Given the proposed number of apartments and bed spaces, the following contributions are required:

 Open space - £144,018 (charged at £1,143 per bed space) to be put towards improvements to St. 
Stephen Street Gardens bounded by St. Stephens Street and Lamb Lane, Trinity; and 

 Public realm - £73,500 (charged at £1,500 per apartment) to be put towards improvements to Cathedral 
Walk connecting Great George Street and Ford Street. 

The applicant has agreed to pay these contributions and as such an assessment of viability has not been 
required.

Conclusion

The site is located in Salford Central where larger scale forms are encouraged in accordance with the master 
plan. Though the height of the proposed building exceeds that preferred by the plan, it is consistent with the 
emerging built form character of the immediate surrounding area.

Importantly, the height of the building generally reflects that of the adjacent development currently under 
construction upon Plot E7/8. Though the building would exceed the height of the adjacent listed Former William 
Deacons Bank to the east, any harmful effects caused by this would be temporary only on the basis that the 
land between will be developed in the future in accordance with the master plan. Any new building here could 
stand to a height of seven storeys (as per the Schedule) and this would provide for the transition in heights 
necessary between adjacent higher and lower forms. 

The building would also assist in better activating this stretch of Chapel Street and the adjacent interface of 
Islington Park. These outcomes should be considered public benefits in accordance with Paragraph 196 of the 
NPPF.

Given the separation distances which would exist between the building and nearby heritage assets, it is 
considered that the development would cause less than substantial harm to their settings. Again, the 
surrounding area is subject to significant and ongoing change and this must be considered when assessing 
development proposals in close proximity to listed assets. Whilst the proposed building would indeed form a 
notable part of the settings of nearby listed buildings, in the context of the master plan and Schedule, a more 
liberal approach to national and local heritage policy should be applied here in the interests of achieving 
sustainable development. To this end, given the site is highly accessible and forms part of the Regional Centre, 
a larger building form is warranted. 



Notwithstanding this, a balanced approach should be adopted and in this case it is considered that the scale 
and design of the proposed building is sufficiently tempered so as to ensure that it adequately complements the 
settings of surrounding listed buildings in accordance with the provisions of Retained Policies CH2 and CH8 of 
the Salford UDP and the related paragraphs of the NPPF.

Recommendation

It is recommended that planning permission be granted subject to the following conditions and that:

1) The City Solicitor be authorised to enter into a legal agreement in accordance with Section 106 of the Town 
and Country Planning Act 1990 to secure the following:

 Financial contributions for: 

 Open space - £144,018 (charged at £1,143 per bed space) to be put towards improvements to 
St. Stephen Street Gardens bounded by St. Stephens Street and Lamb Lane, Trinity; and 

 Public realm - £73,500 (charged at £1,500 per apartment) to be put towards improvements to 
Cathedral Walk connecting Great George Street and Ford Street. 

2) That the applicant be informed that the Council is minded to grant planning permission, subject to the 
conditions stated below, on completion of the agreement; and
3) The authority be given to issue the decision on completion of the agreement.

Conditions:

1. The development hereby permitted shall be begun no later than three years beginning with the date of this 
permission.

Reason: Required to be imposed by Section 91 of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 (as amended).

2. The development hereby permitted shall be carried out in accordance with the following plans:

 Dwg. No. CSS-IBI-Z1-ZZ-PL-A-200-0003, Revision 3 entitled ‘Proposed accommodation schedules’ 
dated 23 August 2019 and prepared by IBI Group;

 Dwg. No CSS-IBI-Z1-ZZ-PL-A-200-0100, Revision 3 entitled ‘Proposed ground floor plan’ dated 23 
August 2019 and prepared by IBI Group; 

 Dwg. No CSS-IBI-Z1-ZZ-PL-A-200-0101, Revision 3 entitled ‘Proposed upper floor plan, Sheet 1’ dated 
23 August 2019 and prepared by IBI Group;

 Dwg. No CSS-IBI-Z1-ZZ-PL-A-200-0112, Revision 3 entitled ‘Proposed roof plan’ dated 23 August 2019 
and prepared by IBI Group;

 Dwg. No. CSS-IBI-Z1-ZZ-EL-A-200-0200, Revision 3 entitled ‘Proposed elevations, Sheet 1’ dated 23 
August 2019 and prepared by IBI Group;

 Dwg. No. CSS-IBI-Z1-ZZ-EL-A-200-0201, Revision 4 entitled ‘Proposed elevations, Sheet 2’ dated 28 
August 2019 and prepared by IBI Group;

 Dwg. No. CSS-IBI-Z1-ZZ-SE-A-200-0300, Revision 3 entitled ‘Proposed sections, Sheet 1’ dated 23 
August 2019 and prepared by IBI Group;

 Dwg. No. CSS-IBI-Z1-ZZ-SE-A-200-0301, Revision 4 entitled ‘Proposed sections, Sheet 2’ dated 28 
August 2019 and prepared by IBI Group. 

Reason: For the avoidance of doubt and in the interests of proper planning.

3. Foul and surface water shall be drained on separate systems.

Reason: To manage the risk of flooding in accordance with the provisions of Retained Policy EN19 of the 
Salford Unitary Development Plan and the National Planning Policy Framework. 



4. No development shall take place until a scheme for surface water drainage for the site using sustainable 
drainage methods and which includes details of how water quality will be improved, how existing surface water 
discharge rates reduced and how the system will be managed and maintained, has been submitted to and 
approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. The approved scheme shall be implemented prior to the 
first occupation or use of the development hereby approved unless alternative timescales have been agreed in 
writing as part of the strategy.  

Reason: To ensure a satisfactory method of surface water disposal to reduce the risk of flooding in accordance 
with the provisions of Retained Policy EN19 of the Salford Unitary Development Plan and to provide betterment 
in terms of water quality and surface water discharge rates.

Reason for pre-commencement condition: The solution for surface water disposal must be understood prior to 
works commencing on site as it could affect how underground works are planned and carried out.

5. Prior to the commencement of the development hereby permitted (except for enabling works) a Phase 2 Site 
Investigation report shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. This 
investigation shall address the nature, degree and extent of any contaminated materials on site and identify and 
assess risks to receptors, focusing primarily on risks to human health and the wider environment.  

Reason: In the interests of public safety and in accordance with Retained Policy EN17 of the Salford Unitary 
Development Plan and the National Planning Policy Framework.

Reason for pre-commencement condition: Works on site have the potential to liberate contaminated materials 
and the nature of any such materials must first be understood prior to the commencement of development.

6. Should the Phase 2 assessment required by Condition 5 identify any unacceptable risks to receptors, prior to 
the commencement of below ground works the applicant shall submit to, and have approved in writing by the 
Local Planning Authority, a contaminated land remediation strategy. This strategy shall be prepared by a 
suitably competent person(s) and the development shall thereafter be carried out in complete accordance with 
the strategy or any variations thereto, as may be agreed in writing by the Local Planning Authority.

Reason: In the interests of public safety and in accordance with Retained Policy EN17 of the Salford Unitary 
Development Plan and the National Planning Policy Framework.

7. Pursuant to Condition 6 and prior to the first use or occupation of the development hereby permitted, a 
Verification Report shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. This report 
shall validate that all required remedial works were completed in accordance with those agreed by the Local 
Planning Authority.

Reason: In the interests of public safety and in accordance with Retained Policy EN17 of the Salford Unitary 
Development Plan and the National Planning Policy Framework.

8. No development shall take place, including enabling works, until a Construction Method Statement has been 
submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. The approved Statement shall be adhered 
to throughout the construction period and shall include: 

(i) the times of construction activities on site which, unless agreed otherwise as part of the approved 
Statement, shall be limited to between 8am-6pm Monday to Friday and 8am-12 noon on 
Saturdays only (no working on Sundays or Bank Holidays). Quieter activities carried out inside 
the building such as electrical works, plumbing and plastering may take place outside of agreed 
working times so long as they do not result in significant disturbance to neighbouring occupiers;

(ii) details of all construction activities which generate noise or significant vibration. These details 
shall include the type of activity and an anticipated timetable of works. This timetable shall be 
drafted with regard to the provisions of (i) above; 

(iii) a comprehensive Traffic Management Strategy ensuring on and off-site disruption is kept to a 
minimum and ensuring no increase in risk to pedestrians and road users during the construction 
period;

(iv) the spaces for and management of the parking of site operatives and visitors vehicles;
(v) the storage and management of plant and materials (including loading and unloading activities); 



(vi) the erection and maintenance of security hoardings including decorative displays and facilities for 
public viewing, where appropriate; 

(vii) measures to prevent the deposition of dirt on the public highway;
(viii) measures to control the emission of dust and dirt during excavation and construction; 
(ix) a scheme for recycling/disposing of waste resulting from demolition/construction works; 
(x) measures to minimise disturbance to any neighbouring occupiers from noise and vibration, 

including from any piling activity;
(xi) measures to prevent the pollution of watercourses; and
(xii) a community engagement strategy which explains how local neighbours will be kept updated on 

the construction process and key milestones and how they can report to the site manager or 
other appropriate representative of the developer instances of unneighbourly behaviour from 
construction operatives. The strategy shall also detail the steps that will be taken when 
unneighbourly behaviour has been reported. A log of all reported instances shall be kept on 
record and made available for inspection by the Local Planning Authority upon request.

Reason: In the interests of the amenity of neighbours in accordance with Retained Policies DES7 and EN17 of 
the Salford Unitary Development Plan and the National Planning Policy Framework.

Reason for pre-commencement condition: The manner in which the site and surrounding public highways will be 
managed during the construction process must be understood prior to the commencement of building works on 
site.

9. Prior to the first occupation of each apartment fronting onto Chapel Street and those apartments facing east 
and west, acoustic glazing and mechanical ventilation systems meeting the minimum sound reduction index (as 
specified below) shall be installed in association with all habitable rooms (living rooms, bedrooms and dining 
rooms);

Floor Glazing Ventilation
1 to 5 37 dB RW +CTR Scheme to be agreed

6+ 34 dB RW +CTR 40 dB Dne,w+CTR

All glazing and ventilation systems shall be maintained in perpetuity.

Reason: To safeguard the general amenity of the future residents of the building in accordance with the 
provisions of Retained Policy DES7 of the Salford Unitary Development Plan and the National Planning Policy 
Framework.

10. Prior to the first occupation of the apartments fronting onto Chapel Street and those apartments facing east 
and west on Levels 1 - 5 only, the applicant shall submit to and have agreed in writing by the Local Planning 
Authority details of the mechanical ventilation systems to be installed. These systems shall be designed to 
reduce reliance upon operable windows to achieve background and boost ventilation. 

These systems shall be installed prior to the first occupation of the development hereby approved and retained 
in perpetuity.

Reason: To safeguard the general amenity of the future residents of the building in accordance with the 
provisions of Retained Policy DES7 of the Salford Unitary Development Plan and the National Planning Policy 
Framework.

11. Any externally mounted plant and equipment (with the exception of plant required for emergency situations 
such as standby generators and smoke extract equipment) shall be designed so as not to exceed the following 
noise levels;

 07:00 - 23:00 - 45dB LAEQ 1-hour; and 

 23:00 - 07:00 - 39dB dB LAEQ 15-Minute

when measured one metre from the nearest residential window in accordance with British Standard (BS) 4142: 
2014 with corrections applied for any plant emitting noise of a tonal or irregular quality. 



Reason: To safeguard the general amenity of the future residents of the building and the residents of 
surrounding developments in accordance with the provisions of Retained Policy DES7 of the Salford Unitary 
Development Plan and the National Planning Policy Framework.

12. Prior to the commencement of above ground works, the applicant shall submit to and have agreed in writing 
by the Local Planning Authority a scheme for the acoustic treatment of the party ceiling/floor between the 
commercial tenancy at ground floor level and  the residential uses above. This scheme shall achieve a minimum 
insulation value for air borne sound of 55 DnTw+CTR.

The agreed scheme shall be implemented prior to the first occupation of the building and maintained in 
perpetuity thereafter.

Reason: To safeguard the general amenity of the future residents of the building in accordance with the 
provisions of Retained Policy DES7 of the Salford Unitary Development Plan and the National Planning Policy 
Framework.

13. Prior to the first occupation of the ground floor commercial tenancy the applicant shall submit to and have 
agreed in writing with the Local Planning Authority the opening hours (including delivery and collection times)for 
the commercial unit. The tenancy shall then operate in accordance with the approved hours at all times unless 
agreed otherwise in writing by the Local Planning Authority.

Reason: To safeguard the general amenity of the future residents of the building in accordance with the 
provisions of Retained Policy DES7 of the Salford Unitary Development Plan and the National Planning Policy 
Framework.

14. The development hereby approved shall not be brought into first use or occupation until such time as a Full 
Travel Plan has been submitted to, and approved in writing by, the Local Planning Authority. This Plan shall 
include the measures to be implemented to encourage the use of more sustainable modes of transport. Within 
six months of the development hereby approved being brought into first use or occupation, a further updated 
Travel Plan shall be submitted to the Local Planning Authority for approval. This Travel Plan shall include 
updated Plan budget/targets, action plan, Plan Coordinator details, updated Travel Pack information and details 
of on-going incentives (such as any weekly/monthly public transport tickets and resident bicycle coupons). This 
updated Plan shall be implemented as agreed and reviewed in accordance with the timetable embodied therein.

Reason: To ensure that the development makes best use of available sustainable transport options and does 
not impact upon the local highway network in accordance with the provisions of Retained Policy A8 of the 
Salford Unitary Development Plan and the National Planning Policy Framework.

15. Notwithstanding any description of materials in the application no above ground construction works shall 
take place until full details (including samples where appropriate) of the materials to be used externally on the 
building have been submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. A sample panel of the 
materials, the size of which shall first be agreed in writing by the Local Planning Authority, shall be erected on 
site prior to any discharge application relating to this condition being submitted and shall be available for 
inspection by the Local Planning Authority. The sample panel shall include full details of the colour, type and 
design of jointing/coursing materials. The development shall be constructed in accordance with the approved 
materials. 
 
Reason: In order to ensure a satisfactory appearance in the interests of visual amenity in accordance with the 
provisions of Retained Policy DES1 of the City of Salford Unitary Development Plan and the requirements of the 
National Planning Policy Framework.
 
16. Prior to the first occupation of the development hereby approved, the applicant shall submit to and have 
approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority, details of all public realm works immediately surrounding, 
and extending up to site property boundaries. These details shall be finalised in consultation with the Local 
Planning Authority and include the type, colour and texture of all materials to be used together with details of 
how these would interface with the adjacent public realm works to be delivered as part of the redevelopment of 
Plot E7/8 immediately to the west (Planning Permission 18/71782/REM).



Reason: To ensure that the land immediately surrounding the site is appropriately finished in accordance with 
the provisions of Retained Policy DES9 of the Salford Unitary Development Plan and the National Planning 
Policy Framework.  

17. Prior to the first occupation of the development hereby permitted the applicant shall submit to and have 
approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority a Refuse and Servicing Management Scheme (RSMS). This 
RSMS shall detail all waste collection and servicing arrangements and confirm that no bins will be left on the 
public highway at any time. The agreed measures shall be implemented prior to the first occupation of the 
development and maintained thereafter.

Reason: To ensure appropriate refuse collection arrangements and the safety of pedestrians and other road 
users in accordance with Retained Policy A8 of the Salford Unitary Development Plan and the National Planning 
Policy Framework.

Notes to applicant

1. The applicant is reminded that, under the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 as amended, it is an 
offence to remove, damage or destroy the nest of a wild bird while the nest is in use or being built. 
Planning consent does not provide a defence against prosecution under this Act. If a bird’s nest is 
encountered or suspected work should cease immediately and a suitably experienced ecologist 
employed to advise how best to safeguard the bird(s). 

2. Please note the advice of United Utilities as set out in its consultation response dated 9 July 2019 and 
available for viewing on the Council’s electronic case file. 

3. The applicant is advised that it is his/her responsibility to adhere to the regulations of Part 2A of the 
Environmental Protection Act 1990, the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) and the current 
Building Control Regulations with regards to contaminated land. Responsibility to ensure the safe 
development of land affected by contamination rests primarily with the developer.

4. With respect to gas protection measures the applicant’s attention is drawn to BRE 414 (Protection 
Measures for Housing on Gas-Contaminated Sites). In addition, the requirements of BS8845:2015 
(Code of Practice for the design of protective measures for methane and carbon dioxide ground gases 
for new buildings) should be followed for installation and  the verification requirements of CIRIA C735 
(Good Practice on the Testing and Verification of Protection Systems for Buildings Against Hazardous 
Ground Gasses) will need to be submitted. 

5. Verification of gas protection systems needs to be undertaken during the construction process or the 
applicant may not be able to discharge the related conditions. This can lead to issues with property 
searches and/or mortgages at a later time.

6. Please note the advice of Design for Security as set out in its consultation response dated 9 August 
2019 and requesting the implementation of the physical security specification detailed in the Crime 
Impact Statement (reference 2018/0909/CIS/01) submitted in support of the application.

7. The applicant is advised that a license will be required for all structures (balconies and canopies) which 
over sail public land. Please contact the Local Highways Authority in the first instance to discuss 
requirements.


